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Abstract: One of the major challenges in Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) studies is the Entrepreneurs
Capability (EC) and EC’s effect on SME performance. This paper studies EC as a cell and tries to confirm four
suggested elements from previous studies, as the first objective of the study. Next objective of the study is to
discover multi interrelations and effects inside the constructed latent cell. Decision Making Trial and Evaluation
Laboratory (DEMATEL) is the chosen methodology to enhance the objectives. Data from selected Iranian SME
expert was input for DEMATEL analysis. The results of the analysis confirm four, Managerial Work Experience
(MWE), Technical Work Experience (TWE), Education background (EB) and Educational Level (EL) elements
for EC latent cell; furthermore the internal relation between the elements is discovered and effectiveness-base
ranking of the elements is discussed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION As it is distinguished in a general reciprocal system,

Our previous publications [1-3] provide an criterions [6]. We argue that criteria of The EC system are
understanding on the direct and indirect effect of EC mutually related to each other. The objective of this paper
variable on SME performance. Our studies followed is to convert the relationships among four mentioned EC
previous study presented by Karami [4]. Fig 1. is adopted criteria, causal dimensions from a system to an
from our previous papers [1-3] which proposed the understandable structural model of that system [7]. 
indirect effect of EC on SME performance. In the Fig 1
strategy making activities (SMA) mediate the effect. Methodology: Decision-making trial and evaluation

The main aim of this paper as an addition to our laboratory (DEMATEL) method is one of multi-criteria
previous publications is to focus and to deep study of EC decision-making methods, which uses paths and matrices
sell. As the contribution of this study is the focus on EC to structure and to illustrate the interrelations and
element. feedback among criteria in systems [8]. DEMATEL can

Entrepreneur Capability: EC, is known as a concept that and effect elements [9-10].
focuses on entrepreneurs’ background [5]. We have been DEMATEL is one of the method with the ability to
argued that a level of management quality, can be convert the qualitative designs to the quantitative
measured  trough  different  terms  of  EC elements such analysis [11]; which was introduced by Battelle Memorial
as managerial work experience (MWE), technical work Institute of Geneva Research  Center.  The  following
experience (TWE), educational background (EB) and steps summarize the process of DEMATEL with details
educational level(EL) [1-3] as Fig 2 presents. adopted for this study research methodology.

any change in one of criteria will influence on other

separate the involved criteria of the system into the cause
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Fig. 1: Indirect effect of EC on SME performance

Fig. 2: Elements of EC

Table 1: Terms and values
Linguistic values Linguistic terms
3 High influence
2 Moderate influence
1 Low influence
0 No influence

First, to specify evaluation factors according to the
structured  interview  with  experts.   Experts  were
selected from academic aria in order to benefit from group
decision making advantages. We used Table 1 as our
research subjective wordy expressions and their values.
Experts asked to prepare sets of pair-wise comparisons in
terms of effects and direction between EC elements. So
the initial data can be obtained as the direct-relation matrix
which is a 4 × 4 matrix A where each element of Xij is
denoted as the degree in which the element i affects the
element j.

Normalizing the effect matrix base on equation 1.

X=K*A
where

To determine total relationship matrix T-I we follow
equation 2; in which the I is denoted as the identity matrix
and matrix T represents the indicator of general relations
between each pair factor in the EC system; T = [t ] ,ij 4*4

indicate the influences of element i on element j.

T = X (I-X) (2)1

In fifth step we need to calculate the summation of
each column and row of matrix T, matrix D and matrix R
sequentially; [(D + R)] is made by adding D to R, which
reveals the relative importance of each criterion. Similarly,
[(R-D)] is made by subtracting D from R, which may divide
elements into a cause and effect groups. “Generally, when

[(R-D)] is positive, the element belongs to the cause
group and when the [(R-D)] is negative, the criterion
represents the effect group” [9]. 

RESULTS

Result of step 1 of the methodology is shown in
Table 2 and Fig 3, which illustrate the interrelationship
between 4 elements of EC.

Result ( [(R-D)] ) Shows:

Cause group of EC elements, which includes MWE
and EL.
Effect group of EC elements, which includes TWE
and EB.

Also from the result ( [(D+R)] ), the most important
and effective element is MWE which is followed by EL.

Table 2: Elements interrelationship matrix
TWE MWE EB EL

TWE 0 0 0 0
MWE 1 0 0 0
EB 2 2 0 0
EL 1 2 1 0

Table 3: Matrix X
TWE MWE EB EL

TWE 0 0 0 0
MWE .25 0 0 0
EB .50 .50 0 0
EL .25 .50 .25 0

Table 4: Matrix T
TWE MWE EB EL

TWE 0 0 0 0
MWE 1 -1 0 0
EB 1 0 -1 0
EL 2.9 -1.9 1.9 -2.9

Table 5: Matrix X
D R D+R R-D

TWE 4.9 0 4.9 -4.9
MWE -0.9 0 -0.9 0.9
EB 0.9 0 0.9 -0.9
EL -2.9 0 -2.9 2.9

Fig. 3: Elements interrelationship paths
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Fig. 4: Cause diagram management process, in managment school.

CONCLUSION 5. Analoui, F. and A. Karami, 2002. CEOs and

As Fig 5. summarises, the proposed interrelation Corporate Governance, 2(3): 13-20.
model used a DEMATEL method to discover interrelation 6. Tzeng, G.H., C.H. Chiang and C.W. Li, 2007.
path model and to rank important issues of EC elements, Evaluating intertwined effects in e-learning
though there is another method for further researchers; programs: A novel hybrid MCDM model based on
such as structural equation modeling, which could be factor analysis and DEMATEL. Expert Systems with
applied to confirm the interrelation model; also some multi Applications, 32(4): 1028-1044.
attribute decision making method which could be applied 7. Dalalah,  D.,  M.  Hayajneh,  and  F.  Batieha,   2011.
for ranking the alternatives and it would be interesting to A fuzzy multi-criteria decision making model for
compare the results with the outcome of the proposed supplier selection. Expert Systems with Applications,
model of this paper. 8. Fontela, E. and A. Gabus, 1976. The DEMATEL

Fig. 5: Model summary
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